November 20, 2013
Meeting of the Ottawa Transit Commission
This statement is from Mr. David Long, a 9/11 survivor and head of 911JusticeCanada:
My name is David Long. I’m a 9/11 survivor.
In 1999, I moved from Ottawa to the United States and was at Merrill Lynch in New York
City by 2001. Bobby McIlvaine was also an employee of Merrill Lynch. On that morning I
left the subway at Fulton and was about to go between WTC1 and 2. I stopped on
Fulton and if I hadn’t I would probably be dead. The first explosion blew out the back
side of WTC 1 and scattered debris widely. I felt the heat from the second explosion. I
could see molten metal coming out of the towers. This looked very peculiar and these
fires burned for weeks after. The smell was like burnt plastic and dead bodies. I didn’t
understand what that was until AE911Truth explained it. These were not natural burning
fires, but highly engineered incendiaries containing their own source of oxygen.
From that point, I had doubts about the official story. There were huge explosions and
many of them. The first one felt like an earthquake. As the towers collapsed there were
sounds of many massive explosions.
Ms. Deans and respected committee members, the ad policies are fine as they stand.
The Charter of Rights and Freedoms gives me the right to speak freely about what I
saw and heard on 9/11, just as it gives the Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth and the
ReThink911 campaign the right to share information about what happened on 9/11.
Therefore, in the spirit of this brave and important campaign, I stand with Architects and
Engineers for 9/11 Truth, with Bob McIlvaine, father of Bobby McIlvaine – one of my coworkers killed during the attacks, my fellow New Yorkers and our many supporters here
in Ottawa. We ask you to ReThink911.

